Join Daisy and her dad on their trip to the farmer’s market. What will they make with their colorful bonanza of fresh fruit? A delicious rainbow salad, of course!
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Daddy and Daisy buy fruit at the market. They find red apples.

Which shows red?

- red
- black

Daisy finds her favorite fruit, bananas!

What color is the banana?

- blue
- yellow
Daddy picks grapes.

Daisy sees some juicy oranges!

Which shows green?

green  purple

What color are the oranges?

white  orange
Daisy holds the bag while Daddy puts in some pears.

“Let’s add some blueberries!” says Daddy.

What color is the bag?

pink
brown

Which shows blue?

blue
red
Daddy unpacks the fruit. Mommy cuts it up into a big bowl.

Which shows black?
white  black

What color is the bowl?
purple  yellow
Daisy stirs the yummy fruit with her favorite pink spoon.

Which shows pink?

Which shows white?

Hooray! Daisy loves the rainbow salad!